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From the President DR. JOANNA ROSS HERSEY
It is with gratitude and joy that I
sit to compose this letter to our
membership, a task on my to-do
list that I look forward to with
pleasure each time. This is also
my last President’s Message,
since I am preparing to pass the
leadership role to another, as I
reach the end of my second term
of service.

just starting out in my first job,
at the very first ever IWBC
conference. Susan organized
that event to showcase leaders
and possibilities, for me, and
all of us, and to illustrate the
strength of our community,
those who happen to play,
and compose for, brass
instruments.

I have been proud to represent
this organization for six years, from the moment
Past-President Maureen Horgen called me, in the
middle of a tuba euphonium quartet photo shoot, to
congratulate me on my election to this office. This
spring, the IWBC Board of Directors will elect a
new President, who will begin on July 1, and for
the summer newsletter you will meet them here on
this page.

This community stretches
back to the women who blew conch shells in our
ancient world, through those who composed and
performed across the eras, through vaudeville
and the jazz age, through times of peace and war.
Because of the IWBC, I knew I could become
another in that long historical line. That knowledge
and support gave me the strength to work and
succeed, in my little corner of the world.

My period of service has been a fascinating one,
full of challenge. I will remember it as a time of
valuing and utilizing our togetherness, and working
to build stronger teams. During this period, I have
been reminded of the importance of camaraderie,
rather than distance, the necessity of pulling
together instead of apart. I have worked to bridge
the gaps in our community, and remembered the
advice of our dear founder, Susan Slaughter, who
once said to me, on leadership, “Remember, don’t
go it alone.”

So yes…I think we need more of what this
organization means to me, a place of giving,
bettering, honoring and mentoring, a place of
support, honesty, and love. My appreciation to
our staff, the Board of Directors, our countless
volunteers, and all of our members. Hats off to
you all.

I extend my heartfelt thanks to the past-presidents
who have paved the way for me, beginning of
course with the vision of Susan Slaughter, and
following with the energy and spirit of Marie
Speziale, Sharie Huff, Gail Robertson, Kelly
Watkins, and Maureen Horgen. All strong mentors,
and role models for leadership, with equal
measures of dedication, commitment, and style.
Sometimes I receive the question…do we really
need the IWBC? My answer is yes, and I am proof.
In 1993, I sat in awe, a young military musician

There might be a little something in my eye, as I
conclude by saying…Thank You. It has been my
honor to serve you all.

Dr. Joanna Ross Hersey (she/her)
President, International Women’s Brass Conference
Associate Dean of Student Success and Curriculum
College of Arts and Sciences
The University of North Carolina at Pembroke
PO Box 1510, Pembroke, NC 28372
Twitter@JoannaHersey, Instagram@
JoannaRossHersey
http://www.joannahersey.com
https://www.youtube.com/c/JoannaRossHersey
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JOANNA ROSS HERSEY began her career as Principal
Tubist with the United States Coast Guard Band, and performed
throughout the country as a soloist and clinician. She has released
two solo albums, featuring music by diverse female composers
including Hildegard von Bingen and Libby Larsen, in combination with her own works, and five chamber music albums. Joanna
holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality
Studies, in addition to her music degrees, and serves as President
of the International Women’s Brass Conference and Secretary of the Historic Brass
Society. After a career of more than twenty years in collegiate music education, she
serves as Associate Dean of Student Success and Curriculum, for the College of Arts
and Sciences at the University of North Carolina at Pembroke.
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Athena Brass performs at
the Gettysburg Brass Band
Festival - June 12, 2021
by Laura Lineberger

Despite all the anxiety surrounding the Covid-19 Pandemic,
the Athena Brass Band was able to honor our invitation to
perform at the Gettysburg Brass Band Festival on June 12,
2021. Sadly, we were not able to appear as the full 30+ member British Brass Band ensemble,
as serious travel restrictions impacted our members who come from all over the United States.
So, we gathered information for the ladies that could commit to play. Music Director, Jessica
Sneeringer, dubbed this as a special mission to be called: “The CoVid Shuffle.” There was a mad
dash to review all types and kinds of works, like dectets, quintets, solo works, etc… After a virtual
shuffle, the final program was selected as follows:
Florentiner March by Julius Fucik - arr. by Nigel G. Simmons
I Got Plenty of Nuttin’ by George Gershwin - arr. by Daniel Guyot
Stardust by Hoagy Carmichael - arr. John Iverson and featuring Emelie Pfaff, Tenor Horn
Slavonic Dance No. 8 by Antonin Dvorak - arr. David Stewart
Rumanian Dance No. 2 by Dumitru Ionel - arr. Henrique Crespo and featuring Jan Duga, Tuba
Music for Royal Fireworks by Georg Friedrich Handel - arr. Daniel Guyot
	Down in the River, Traditional Spritual - arr. by David Gluck featuring Dawn Stephens on Tuba
Durrenhorn Passage for Trumpet Sextet by Kevin McKee
Canzon Septimi Toni No. 2 by Giovanni Gabrielli - arr. Robert King
Dance by Wilke Renwick
	Someone to Watch Over Me - arr. Jean-Francois Taillard and featuring Liesl Whitaker, trumpet
O Beautiful for Spacious Skies - arr. by William Himes
A large thank you to Laura Shea-Clark for offering her personal music library for The CoVid Shuffe.
Personnel for this concert:
Amy Cherry
Ginger Turner
Lori Laidlaw
Laura Shea-Clark
Naomi Jarvis
Liesl Whitaker
Emelie Pfaff, tenor horn
Aaron Cockson, tenor horn
(there is a quite a story to
this lone male in our ensemble)
Lauren Rudzinskas, trombone
Sophie Volpe, trombone
Jessica Sneeringer, bass trombone
and Music Director
Amy Bliss, euphonium
Laura Lineberger, euphonium
Dawn Stevens, tuba
Jan Duga, tuba
Julie Boehler, percussion

In other developing news:
	The Athena Brass Band is forming a 501c3 status
under the guidance of a newly formed a Board
of Directors. The first official President of the Athena Brass Band
is Laura Shea-Clark, a founding member and tireless supporter
of Brass Bands and especially the Athena Brass Band. Serving
as Vice President is Amy Cherry, as Secretary Naomi Jarvis, and
as Treasurer, Kelly Watkins. This stellar group of ladies is already
embarking on exciting performing and educational opportunities.
Our next big opportunity will be to perform at the Midwest Band
and Orchestra Conference. As of this writing, our Midwest B&O
performance is a GO and we hope to implement the plans of our
hard working Board of Directors with an honored appearance at
the Midwest Band and Orchestra Clinic on Dec 16, 2021. Great
things are happening for this great group of ladies.

International Women’s Brass Conference
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Carol Jantsch Talks Tuba,
Finding Your Musical
Fulfillment, Rising Stars
and Wynton Marsalis
by Susan Rider

SR:

Hello Carol! Thank you for your time. It is
wonderful to get a chance to talk to you. You have
been principal tubist of the Philadelphia Orchestra since 2006.
You won and were offered this position by the orchestra just
as you were finishing your undergraduate degree from the
University of Michigan. Your appointment was notable not
only for your age at the time, but also that you became the
first woman tubist in a major symphony orchestra. Can you
reflect on that time in your life and how you felt you dealt
with being in this position? Looking back, do you have any
advice or wisdom you would give to your 21-year-old self?

CJ:

Thanks so much Susan, it is always a pleasure
to chat with you! Starting this job was a strange
transition for me because I had this notion that once you win
a destination job there is somehow a magical “happy ever
after.” I did all the things I was supposed to do (and I learned
a lot), but it also felt like I was searching for something too. It
was not until 6 or 7 years later that I got in better touch with
my own desires, and what kinds of things I actually wanted to
be doing. I built my life up outside the orchestra and learned
to take ownership of my own fulfillment. This was incredibly
empowering and much more effective than my previous
strategy. No matter how you feel about your job, you have
the power to address your own fulfillment. If I could talk to
my younger self, I would tell her to feel less pressure to prove
herself and do what she thinks people expect of her. But I
think she needed the time and experience to get there (in other
words there is no way she would have listened!).

SR:

Artists who perform at the highest levels tend to
continue to evolve, grow, and change over the

4
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course of their career. What kind of evolution have you felt in
your own career?

CJ:

I am better at my instrument than when I was hired,
and plan to continue discovering what I can in that
vein. But the bigger shift has been in the work I do outside
the orchestra. I did a ton of solo work when I was younger,
and I still enjoy that. But in the past few years I have learned
that I find a different kind of gratification in projects I do with
and for other people. Whether it is arranging music to play
with friends or creating a community event for many to enjoy,
I like the feeling of lifting others up and bringing people
together.

SR:
CJ:

We are often interested in hearing about an artist’s
career highlights and successes. Do you have any
you would like to share?
Yes! Here are a few: Winning my position with
the Philadelphia Orchestra in 2006 was certainly a
highlight! Touring Europe with the orchestra can make you
feel like a rock star. Playing the John Williams tuba concerto
for John Williams was a dream come true. Talking Wynton
Marsalis into writing a tuba concerto feels like a career
pinnacle. And, this year marks my 10th year teaching at Yale
University, where I always feel lucky to work with wonderful
young people.

SR:

We can also be interested in hearing about
times when an artist may have struggled in their
development and/or career. When we hear about these, they
can often provide support, comfort, and encouragement to
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Supporter, Mentor, and Friend:
In Loving Memory of
Joan Fann
by Joanna Ross Hersey

Our thoughts are with our St. Louis community as we
mourn the loss of one of the most ardent supporters
of the mission of the IWBC, Joan Fann. It might at first
glance seem that Joan came to her work with the IWBC
by accident, but everyone agrees it certainly was by
heavenly design.
In 1969, Joan started her 30+ year journey with the
Saint Louis Symphony, working her way up to manager
and director of group sales. There, she met Principal
Trumpet, Susan Slaughter. When Susan decided the
world needed a group such as the IWBC, she called
on all of her colleagues for help, and Joan offered her
assistance.
In 1993, for the very first IWBC event, held at
Washington University, Susan recalls Joan’s dedication
to the event, remembering that Joan “sat at that
registration table for hours” so that those arriving for
this new conference concept could be greeted with
a friendly face. It was Joan who first learned of the
Stoneback sisters, Kristin, Mary and Sarah, trumpetplaying triplets, asked them to perform for her, and
then arranged for them to be included on a concert,
performing “Bugler’s Holiday, of course!”

As a St. Louis native, Joan lent a helping hand for the
IWBC Holiday Brass concerts as well, spearheading
ticket sales with the same drive and efficiency she
showed in everything she did. The much-loved Holiday
Brass events began as fundraisers to gather the prize
money for the conference competitions, and soon
became highlights of the St. Louis concert season, with
loyal fans reserving tickets the moment they were made
available each year. Joan’s organizational skill ensured
these concerts sold out year after year.
In November, friends and family came together for a
Memorial Service which featured a special opening
performance of Fanfare to Joan, performed by the
St. Louis Symphony Trumpets, featuring Karin Bliznik,
Tom Drake, Michael Walk, and Austin Williams. A fitting
tribute to a woman who dedicated her life and efforts
to advance the level of artistic achievement in her home
community, and across the world.
Joan’s warmth and strength will be fondly remembered,
and she is dearly missed by all who knew and loved her.
Memorial donations may be made to The Saint Louis
Symphony, Stray Rescue, Open Door Sanctuary, and the
IWBC, organizations Joan was proud to support.

International Women’s Brass Conference
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by Yuval Tessman-Bar-On

T

he Future in Music Program is focused on promoting access to high quality education to brass
players who are members of underrepresented groups or may not have such access. Our
mentorship program connects mentees who are high school brass players hoping to pursue a
career in music with mentors who are undergraduate students at music schools across North America.
The Future in Music Mentorship Program will launch in Summer 2022. In the meantime, we will provide
resources such as resume and essay tips, audition preparation suggestions, financial aid information,
and more. Check out our website at FutureinMusic.com.
Roundtable Discussion - Applying to Music School: Four Experiences
Discussion with Yuval Tessman-Bar-On, Teresa Deskur, Bell Thompson, and Jazzie Piggot

Introduce yourself, and tell us a bit about your school
and major.
• Yuval Tessman-Bar-On: I’m a 20 year old fourth year
undergraduate at McGill University, double majoring in
trumpet performance and music history--although, when
I applied to music schools as a 12th grader, I actually
applied to most schools as a music education major.
McGill was the only university that I applied to as solely a
performance major, and I ended up sticking with that, as
well as adding a music history major in my second year.
• Teresa Deskur: I am a fourth year undergraduate horn
performance and music education major at the Peabody
Conservatory. I am also a recorder player, and am doing a
minor in Historical Performance.
• Bell Thompson: I’m going into my senior year at Temple
University in Philadelphia, PA majoring in jazz trumpet
performance.
• Jazzie Pigott: I’m a 23 year old DMA tuba student at the
Peabody Conservatory. I completed my undergraduate
degree at Ithaca College and my master’s degree at
Michigan State University.

What was the process of applying to schools like
for you?
• Yuval Tessman-Bar-On: I applied to nine schools, mostly
in the United States, and one school in Canada. For me,
the process felt quite chaotic--I put a lot of pressure on
myself about being “successful,” and getting into the
6
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best school I possibly could. I formed a lot of bad overpracticing habits during this time, but there were also a
lot of really fun parts of the college application process,
like making new friends at auditions and experiencing
travel and professionalism in a way I hadn’t before.
• Teresa Deskur: Similar to Yuval, I applied to nine
schools--in retrospect, this may have been a little too
much for me, it made for a stressful senior year, but I’m
very happy where I ended up. It was definitely a lot, but
I also had a lot of fun seeing friends at auditions and
getting to meet a lot of wonderful teachers.
• Bell Thompson: I think when I did my college
applications I applied to nine or ten schools for the prescreening round, and ended up doing six live auditions.
Throughout the process of applying to schools I
reached out to my teachers and mentors for lots of help
and advice, and I learned a lot about budgeting my time
and doing multiple takes, haha. I really enjoyed meeting
new professors, taking lessons with different people,
and meeting current students when I would visit the
schools, even though the applications themselves were
really stressful.
• Jazzie Pigott: For my undergraduate program, I applied
to nine schools; for my master’s, I applied to seven
schools; and for my doctorate, I applied to six schools.
For my first two degrees, I was excited to be able to
have live auditions and meet professors across the
country. Each audition almost felt like a mini-lesson, so I
was able to learn a lot on how to improve even though I

ultimately had to decide on one teacher. Virtual auditions
were definitely not the same this past year, but I was
able to make the most of it by staying in touch with each
professor and ensuring I had had at least one lesson with
each before making my ultimate decision.

What was the most difficult thing about the process?
• Yuval Tessman-Bar-On: The most difficult part of the
audition process for me was learning how to deal with
audition nerves. My experience was that I gained a huge
amount of self-confidence in university, but I didn’t yet
have that in high school, and it can be very difficult, very
hit-or-miss, to prepare and perform at your best without
feeling really confident in yourself.
• Teresa Deskur: For me, a difficult part was having such
a different application process for music than my friends
and classmates had for academic majors. The timelines
and requirements are all so different! I think by the time
all my applications were due, my high school was just
starting to talk to us about applying to college--arts
majors really have an expedited schedule. I was lucky to
have my band teacher to help guide me through this!
• Bell Thompson: For me I think the hardest part was
filming the pre-screening videos. I needed to film them
in multiple recording sessions because I had many songs
to tape, and ended up needing multiple tries, which
required lots of coordination on my end like finding
a rhythm section to play with, and finding a space to
record. Recording videos felt the hardest to me in that I
never felt happy with any of my takes during this process,
but I wish I knew that if I had prepared for months on
these songs, I shouldn’t be so worried about if these
videos are “perfect.” I knew the material!
• Jazzie Pigott: As a tuba player, the most difficult part of
the process was navigating travel. It’s very expensive, and
saving up to buy an extra seat or pay oversize baggage
fees was not easy. If you don’t have the funds to travel,
consider submitting a video. In some ways, recording a
video is more nerve-racking than the actual audition, but
it avoids the hassle.
Who or what helped you the most throughout the process?
• Yuval Tessman-Bar-On: I was really lucky to have a
huge amount of support from my parents and my
music teachers. Something else that really helped was
making friends who were going through the same
audition process and getting to commiserate or celebrate
together!
• Teresa Deskur: My parents, teachers, and friends were all
really supportive, which was fortunate and awesome to

have during this stressful time. I also found it so helpful
to talk to current students at the schools where I was
applying; their advice really helped guide my decision!
• Bell Thompson: Being able to do practice auditions
with my teachers and mentors was super useful in that I
got practice playing my songs while I was nervous, and
they could tell me what I should do differently for the
actual audition. Also my parents were really supportive
of me and came with me to my auditions which made it
feel a lot less scary.
• Jazzie Pigott: Everyone in my life was supportive.
Auditioning for undergrad, my parents would come
with me to each audition and helped me prepare
written materials for my applications. For my master’s,
I ended up on crutches after slipping on ice, so I had
friends accompany me to each audition. Having friends
and family outside my audition room definitely helped
me to manage my nerves on the process.

What is one piece of advice you have for a high
schooler applying to music schools?
• Yuval Tessman-Bar-On: When applying for music
school, I think many people feel like there is one perfect
school and you have to find it, get in, and end up there,
or it’s going to be the end of the world. In reality, at least
in my experience, once you’re in college, you end up
realizing that you’d have probably been equally happy
at almost any school you went to. There’s something
good about every school, there are friends to make at
every school, and musical opportunities at every school.
So no matter which one you end up at, it’s probably
going to turn out well.
• Teresa Deskur: My advice would be to keep an open
mind, and try and take some time for yourself to just
play music you enjoy. The audition process can be quite
stressful, so it’s good to take a minute to remember why
you’re doing it--a love for music.
• Bell Thompson: Play songs you love at your auditions!
I think a lot of times it can feel like you need to play
the “right” or most “impressive” tunes, but having fun
and playing songs you like and connect with will allow
you to play more freely and sound like you, rather than
being stressed and worried playing songs that are more
difficult, or that you don’t know as well.
• Jazzie Pigott: Auditions are not about perfection-everyone will make a mistake. The purpose of a proper
audition is to see your potential as a student. Keep this
in mind and don’t beat yourself up over the little things.
Only so much can be in your control on the day of.

International Women’s Brass Conference
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Athena Brass Band at Midwest Clinic

The Athena Brass Band was honored to perform at the
2021 Midwest Clinic on December 16th in Chicago. Attended
by music educators from around the nation, the Midwest
Clinic provided an opportunity to be heard by many and the
Athena Brass Band did not disappoint with a brilliant, wellreceived concert.
The first all-female brass band in the United States, named after
Athena, the Greek goddess of wisdom, the band was formed in
2003, by Laura Lineberger. The group’s first performance, at the
International Women’s Brass Conference with Anita Cocker Hunt
as conductor, was a success and resulted in invited performances
and several commissioned compositions. Jessica Sneeringer has
been the music director of Athena Brass Band since 2012 and
the musicians include current or former members of military
bands, several college professors and public school music
educators, conductors, a music technology specialist, a music
publisher and a composer, a nuclear physicist, a library manager,
as well as members of other fields. These
women gathered in Chicago for two days of
rehearsal and joyful music making. On the
day of the performance the hall was packed
with standing room only as the band was
introduced by Mr. Herman Knoll, Athena’s
liaison representing the Midwest Clinic. He
said of the members of Athena, “they are
wonderful musicians who truly embrace the
brass band sound.”
The program performed at Midwest was
chosen to highlight women composers as
well as showcase new works for brass band and it included
a great deal of variety. The opening work, Bright Shadow
Fanfare, was commissioned by the Athena Brass Band from
Nicole Piunno and drew an energetic response from the crowd
as the opener to the concert. The program continued with the
Star Spangled Banner, arranged by Sean O’Loughlin, followed
by a brass band adaptation of Apex of the Amazon, a march
written by tenor horn section and founding member of Athena,
Lisa Galvin. Next the principal cornetist, Amy Nelson, gave a
very moving performance of My Love is Like a Red, Red Rose,
arranged by Gordon Langford. The program continued with a
8
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performance of Frank Ticheli’s Rest, arranged for
brass band by Mike Gallehue. Euphonium soloists
Amy Schumaker Bliss and Danielle Van Tuinen took
the stage for a duet performance of Brillante by Peter
Graham. The audience showed their appreciation
for the technical virtuosity displayed by the soloists
with applause during the piece and a standing
ovation at the end. The mood shifted drastically for
the next piece, O Magnum Mysterium by Morten
Lauridsen, which was conducted by our guest Dr.
Mallory Thompson from Northwestern University.
Beautiful solos were performed by Jen Oliverio on
flugelhorn, Amy Nelson on solo cornet, and Emelie Pfaff on
tenor horn and it was an emotional collaboration by all. Next
on the program was a tuba solo featuring Dr. Stacy Baker.
Nightlights by Lucy Pankhurst was written originally as a tenor
horn and brass band composition in 2019 and re-scored by the
composer for this performance, which was to feature IWBC
President Joanna Hersey. Dr. Hersey was unable to attend the
Midwest Clinic and we were fortunate to have Dr. Baker join
us as soloist and give a tremendous performance. The program
concluded with the energetic Quintessence by Robert Redhead
and the band received an enthusiastic standing ovation from the
audience Many thanks go to Teralyn Keith, percussion section
member and local Chicago contact, and the administrators at
Maine South High School in Park Ridge, IL for hosting the
rehearsals at their school. Thanks as well to our sponsors for
the performance: the International Women’s Brass Conference,
NABBA, WBDI, Brass Band of Columbus, S.E. Shires Co.,
program designer Andrew Wainwright and
logo designer John Lineberger.
The Athena Brass Band is a very
unique ensemble, getting together for
special concerts that lead to memorable
performances. Conductor Jessica Sneeringer
described how she felt after this Midwest
debut:
“Every time Athena gets together is special.
However, having the opportunity to perform
at the Midwest Clinic with such a large
number of long-time members as well as our incredible new
members and performing the music of one of our founding
members was certainly extraordinary. Add to that the fact that
we were fortunate to have one of the best conductors out there
in Mallory Thompson as well as our founder Laura Lineberger
on stage with us…. Well…. I’m not sure there are words. “Deep
gratitude” comes to mind. So does “Lifetime experience.” So
does, “Thankful.”
The Athena Brass Band will perform next at the 2022
International Women’s Brass Conference in Denton, TX. For
more information about the group or to support the ensemble,
please visit: www.athenabrassband.com

NoteWorthy NEWS
WINDS OF CHANGE: 12 PROGRESSIVE SOLOS
FOR TRUMPET & PIANO Diversify the Stand is
excited to announce the release of our year-long project,
“Winds of Change: 12 Progressive Solos for Trumpet and
Piano.” Winds of Change began from realizing the severe
lack of accessible repertoire for trumpet performers from
younger musicians to professional musicians by gendermarginalized composers and BBIA composers (Black,
Brown, Indigenous, and Asian).
12 composers joined this groundbreaking commissioning
project, by contributing a new work for trumpet and piano
that ranges between 2 and 6 minutes. Each composer
shares their voice and unique style with the performer and
allows them new opportunities to explore their musical
voice in this progressive solo collection. These works are
accessible for players in their first few years of study and
all the way through professional musicians. Program these

solos for you or your student’s solo & ensembles, contests,
recitals, competitions, or just for fun!
All proceeds from the book go
back to the 12 commissioned
composers and for a future
commissioning project. We
hope you pick yourself up a
copy as a way to diversify
your stand!
Physical and digital trumpet
and piano books are
available for purchase here:
www.diversifythestand.
org/shop/sheet-music.
Submitted by Ashley Killam and
Carrie Blosser, Founders of Diversify the Stand
JENA VANGJEL has been appointed Instructor of Trumpet at
Louisiana State University beginning January 2022. In addition
to this appointment, she will maintain her work as a freelancer
in the Baton Rouge and New Orleans areas. Vangjel is also the
founder and director of Community of Note, an organization
committed to engaging with the community through high
quality music performances for underserved audiences. She
looks forward to sharing her passion and experience with the
students at LSU.

RAQUEL SAMAYOA recently released an album
under the Summit Records label entitled, “Trumpet
Songs”. The album features works for trumpet and
piano, as well as trumpet and percussion. Pieces
included on the album are by Jennifer Higdon
(Trumpet Songs), Cecilia McDowall (Framed),
Libby Larson (Ridge Runner), Joy Webb (Share my
Yoke), Nicole Piunno (Poem at Cantwell Cliffs) and
Florence B. Price (Adoration). Raquel is Assistant
Professor at the University of North Texas. For more
information please visit: www.solotromba.com

BENTE ILLEVOLD, internationally acclaimed euphonium
soloist, recently released a new album entitled “Alene.”
Featuring lyrical,
beautiful playing,
creative cinematography,
and new compositions
for euphonium, this
album is a stunning
collection of enchanting
music evoking the
feelings brought on by
the Covid-19 pandemic
and isolation. To listen,
learn more, or purchase
this album, visit Bente’s
website: en.euphonia.no
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Finding Your
Voice: Kris Kwapis
on the Joy of
Music Making
by Joanna Ross Hersey

It

all started with the daily routine of the dairy farm. Kris
Kwapis didn’t grow up in a household surrounded by
music making, and her parents hadn’t been to college but
they knew a lot about the importance of a solid work ethic.
Her small hometown of Ortonville, Michigan (population
1650) surrounded by dairy herds and farmland, was a
lovely place to be from. Today, Kris is a Grammy nominated
artist with numerous recordings to her credit. She teaches
Baroque trumpet and cornetto at Indiana University’s
Jacobs School of Music Historical Performance Institute,
and works worldwide as a historical performance specialist.
Her story reminds us of the importance of music education
in our public schools. “I had the good fortune to have an
amazing band director,” Kris remembers, as she began
playing the trumpet in fifth grade. Her band director, a
trumpeter himself, provided inspiration and organized
extra opportunities for chamber music for even young
students. She remains in touch with him even today,
checking in via social media, and finding time to get
together and play duets during visits home. The summer
after sixth grade, Kris won a scholarship to study at the
Blue Lake Fine Arts Camp, across the state in Twin Lake,
Michigan. This changed everything for her. “It was like the
skies opened up, and I saw that there was this whole world
of other people who cared about music as much as I did,
and I remember that feeling of thinking—

this is what I want to do.”
There wasn’t a lot of extra money for lessons, not to
mention that she lived in what sometimes felt like the
middle of nowhere. That’s where the dairy farm comes into
the story — Kris worked to help pay for private lessons at
the Flint Institute of Music with Brian Rood (who now plays
with the Kansas City Symphony), beginning in her junior
10
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year of high school. “My parents had no idea about any of
this, about applying to college, or the details of building
a career in music,” Kris remembers. “But I felt strongly that
this was what I wanted to do.” She won another scholarship
to attend summer study at Tanglewood, where she worked
with the Empire Brass, including tubist Sam Pilafian.
Kris’ story showcases the importance of the work done
at these music festivals, where inspiration and learning
of the highest level can reach even students of modest
means, attending through the generosity of scholarships.
She recalls, “Being there was such a huge revelation. To
be seventeen years old, and walk along the path, and see
Aaron Copland and Leonard Bernstein, in a golf cart, drive
by you, and wave, and I felt like, ‘I can’t even believe this is
my life.’” She attended Tanglewood through a scholarship
from a local community group along with support from
her parents who drove her from Michigan to western
Massachusetts for the opportunity.
Attending University of Michigan for undergraduate study
(“that seemed like a huge metropolis,” she recalls) where
she joined a diverse and intellectual group of people for
the first time, was an exciting new world. She chose to
major in music performance, and while she loved teaching
and had always taught her fellow students, since high
school, she knew the performance world was where she
belonged. Kris attended the Grand Teton Music Festival
one summer during her undergraduate study, where
she met and studied with Susan Slaughter, who was in
the process of founding the IWBC. “I was probably super
nervous and barely said a word to her because I was so
in awe! We had an amazing trumpet section that year, I
was there with Michelle Rakers, who went on to play and
conduct the President’s Own Marine Band, and Marc Reese,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

Radio City Trombones
by Amy Boedigheimer
For Nikki Abissi, Jen Wharton, and Julie Dombrowski, there
is a big reason to celebrate this holiday season. For the first
time since its opening in 1932, the trombone section at
the Radio City Music Hall Orchestra is half women. These
exceptional musicians will be performing in a significant
number of shows this December as the Radio City Music
Hall Christmas Spectacular draws more than a million
people annually.
Like many other musicians, Abissi, Wharton, and
Dombrowski are excited to be able to perform music for
live audiences once again. Wharton is performing with the
Radio City Orchestra for her fifth season, but for Abissi, this
is her first time performing with the orchestra. When asked
about her experiences in the orchestra so far, Abissi said “I
have never played the show before, so I feel really honored
to have won a chair. It’s definitely much faster paced than
my usual gigs. We didn’t see the official music until we
arrived at rehearsals – we got a PDF from players in the
section from a previous year, but it was missing some tunes
– and then after two rehearsals with just the orchestra, we
were in the band car with singers and running the show. It
felt like almost immediately we were in front of a preview
audience.”
Both Abissi and Wharton described the vibe of the
trombone section as delightful. The six trombonists hired to
play in the orchestra are rotated in and out for each show
so only three trombonists perform together at the same
time. When asked about the other members of their section,
Abissi described the other three members, Nate Mayland,
Matt Melore, and Nick Grinder, as “fantastic people and
players and we have a really good time.” She also said that
“of course, it’s extra fun when Julie and Jen are there!”
Wharton and Abissi defined some of the challenges of
freelancing in New York City. While Wharton jokingly said
“commuting!”, she also described the difficulty of choosing
how much time to sacrifice for gigs. She said “we are always
taught to never say no to a gig, but the pandemic made me
reevaluate a lot. What is my free time worth to me?”
When asked why they chose to play the trombone, Wharton
said it was “because my sister didn’t want me to pick the
saxophone.” Abissi said that she was lucky enough to grow
up without the perception of certain instruments being for
boys or girls: “Both of my parents are physicians and they set
an example that everything was for everyone. Luckily, my
band director felt the same way and I was able to convince
one of my female friends to join me on trombone leaving us
with an even split in the section.”
Ironically, Wharton and Abissi both described the Christmas

Spectacular at the Radio City Music Hall like “summer
camp.” The musicians work closely with each other for two
months, work extremely hard, perform amazing music,
and then it suddenly ends. Wharton explains that along
with the fun memories of the show, the musicians leave
with war stories!
When asked about what advice they had for winning
auditions, Wharton recommended to “play what you
sound best on, not what you think they want to hear. They
want to hear you play well. And also, breathe. The breath
is the first thing to go when you are nervous.” Similarly,
Abissi suggested over-preparing the music that you will
be performing. She explained that “you will be lucky if
you play 80% of your best level in the practice room when
you are under pressure, so make sure your best level of
performance in the practice room is very high.”
Many aspiring musicians often wonder how professional
musicians create effective practice sessions and balance
their performance career with their personal life. Wharton
and Abissi described it as both a battle and a constant
juggling act. Additionally, this is the most that these
musicians have been performing in the past 18 months
due to COVID, and they all mentioned that their families
miss them a lot.
“Having more women in the section might be a big deal
but it feels no different to me than playing with any
other great trombonists. It is exactly what it should be – a
great experience with musicians I respect,” Wharton said
when asked about her opinion on the historical number
of women trombonists in her section. Abissi made a
similar comment by saying “No one really wants to be a
trailblazer. We don’t want to be recognized for being the
first; we just want to be us.”
There are so many young brass players from
underrepresented groups who are looking at Abissi,
Wharton, and Dombrowski as they help to pave the way
for more representation in the professional performance
world. Abissi gave one final piece of advice to these
aspiring musicians: “Be unapologetically yourself and
unapologetically awesome.”
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those who have had similar kinds of experiences. Have you
had any times where you have found yourself in this position?

CJ:

I got hit in the face with a surfboard in 2012. I lost
half of a front tooth, and my bottom teeth completely
came through my bottom lip on the left side. It was troubling
to say the least. But it healed quickly, and I was back playing
in the orchestra 3 to 4 weeks later. Looking back this was
certainly too early. But I was depressed and worried; I did
what I needed to do to get back to my work.
My face has never felt the same since then. I have a lump of
scar tissue. As a result, it makes it a lot harder to play high
notes, my chops do not always like to respond as quickly,
and just hurts sometimes. I needed to shore up my technique
significantly to get back to playing at the level I was used
to. While it was frustrating and painful to figure out, that
turned out to be an important journey. Before the injury I
never thought too much about how I was doing what I was
doing on the instrument. Learning more about anatomy,
physiology, and the physics behind brass playing ended up
giving me more control and better technique than ever. The
whole experience has made me a better teacher and a more
sympathetic person. If I could turn back time, I would still go
on that surf trip to Costa Rica.

SR:
CJ:

Tell us about your general practice routine. How has
it stayed the same and/or changed over time?

My routine is flexible depending on what I have
coming up. Currently my CC tuba is collecting dust
as the Philadelphia Orchestra performs a Beethoven series.
I am doing a flurry of
Wynton Marsalis concerto
performances on my F tuba.
When I must play both
horns in the same week, I
always start on the bigger
instrument, so I do not get
too tight from the higher
one. On a week with heavy
orchestral rep, sometimes
the only playing outside of
work that I can do is what I
call “damage control.” This
means playing low, gentle
“loosening-up” kind of work
to keep my chops fresh for
loud concerts.
I have always been goal-oriented in my practice. I believe
in accomplishing what you want with focus and diligence,
and then getting out of the practice room and living your
life. If you are only half-hearted with your work and you are
just logging hours for the sake of logging hours, you’re not
going to get better very quickly. In fact, you may ingrain your
12
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mistakes so deeply that they are even harder to fix. To avoid
this kind of passive playing, I like to challenge myself to do
one extra repetition better: After doing something right, I do it
once more to see if I can make some facet of it better. I might
aim to do something technical like play the soft dynamics
softer, try to make it even more musically convincing, or see
if there’s excess tension somewhere I could release. It keeps
me honest, as if I am asking, “is this really my best?”

SR:

Those who follow your career and activities see
that you have diverse interests. This includes your
group ‘Tubular.’ The four other members of this group are
Greg Battista (euphonium), Michael Brown (euphonium),
Scott Devereaux (tuba) and Andy Emerich (drums). Please
tell us about the group. How did the ensemble come about?
What kinds of venues do you like performing in? What kinds
of music do you like to play? How do you choose the music
you play?

CJ:

Tubular consists of some of my buddies from
college. We get together to play tuba covers for
people in bars and it is a total blast! We play whatever I want
us to play because I am the only one who writes the charts.
I love writing for specific people I know well because I can
write to their strengths to make the group sound good. I can
also make them do hilariously embarrassing things, like
having Greg sing the song “My Humps” (by the Black-Eyed
Peas) right where his voice breaks.
Tubular is a huge release from the intense pressure of playing
in a high-level orchestra, so it can be a good reminder that
music is supposed to be fun.
I also really enjoy connecting
with an audience in a more
viscerally engaging way than
a formal concert setting. I love
getting a crowd to dance and
sing along!

SR:

Artists during the
pandemic had to
get innovative to be available
to the masses in place of not
being able to be in-person.
Our technology has allowed
us to do some of this more
easily though nothing replaces
being in the same space with
each other. During this time,
you developed your ‘Rising Stars Podcast,’ which is a forum
based in interviews and discussions with some of our upand-coming, and most prominent musicians. What were your
reasons for starting it? Do you feel you are reaching your
goals with the series?

CJ:

The idea behind the
‘Rising Stars Podcast’
is to feature brass players from
underrepresented demographics
who are already out in the field
doing great things. I want people
to see that you do not have to look
one certain way or follow one
certain path to be a successful brass
player. I tend to interview folks on
the younger side, since these are
the people for whom the added
exposure is more helpful. Many of
them have made it through their
early careers and can have more
accurate advice for people who are
still in school now. I have had a lot
of fascinating conversations about
everything from equity and mental
health to how hopes and dreams can evolve over time. I
think this podcast is a nice resource to have out there even
if very few people listen to it. I have treasured meeting my
guests and have learned a lot from speaking with them.

SR:

Composer Michael Daugherty wrote a work for
you entitled ‘Reflections on the Mississippi for
Tuba,’ which you have performed and recorded with both
orchestra and band (including at your Alma Mater of the
University of Michigan). Trumpeter and Jazz at Lincoln
Center Artistic Director, Wynton Marsalis is also writing
a Concerto for you. You will premiere this work with the
Philadelphia Orchestra in December of 2021. How did
these two works come about? Were you approached by
the composers, or did you approach them about writing
these works for you? Do you actively collaborate with the
composers through the compositional process by giving
them suggestions and/or feedback?

CJ:

Temple University wanted to commission a
concerto from Michael Daugherty, and he knew
me from Michigan, so that one fell into my lap. The
Marsalis concerto took a much more extended courtship,
however. I loved his ‘Violin Concerto: Fiddle Dance Suites’
when the Philadelphia Orchestra played it with Nicola
Benedetti back in 2017. I half-jokingly suggested his next
concerto be for tuba. Fortunately, he did not say no, and
after a few years of following up it is finally here!
Working with a composer on a new commission is such a
joy and honor, and each composer has their own style of
collaborating. Michael Daugherty likes to spend a lot of
time with his soloists, hearing them play through sketches
and making riffs on them. In fact, one of my warmup
exercises became the theme for the second movement!

I went to his house for a handful of
all-day sessions. I remember leaving
his house feeling like we were on
the same page and headed in a good
direction. We had a lot of great broader
conversations about what would make
the piece effective and widely playable
(like how melodic it should be, how
hard the ensemble parts should be,
etc.). I am so pleased at the way he
realized those values into a beautiful
tuba feature.
Because of the pandemic I have not
been able to see Wynton in person at
all, but I have had several phone and
FaceTime calls with him. Before he
started writing, he asked me for some
musical styles I would like to play
in, and he incorporated everything I
remember asking for which included blues, funk, Latin,
and bebop. He is a melodic machine and has a strong
sense of how each section fits into the larger structure of
the piece. It is impressive the way the concerto seemed to
exist within him before he extracted it into a living thing
onto paper. And then you remember “Oh right, this is
Wynton Marsalis, this dude is a genius and holy cow he’s
writing this for me!” The piece toes a delicate line of being
easy and fun to listen to while also being intricate and
sophisticated. It is a vivid and unique work that gives the
soloist the opportunity to be virtuosic in ways that no tuba
concerto has ever demanded before, and I cannot wait to
play it with the Philadelphia Orchestra in December!!

SR:

The IWBC wishes you good luck with your
performance! Carol, thank you so much for your
thoughts and time. All the absolute best to you and your
future endeavors!
Carol Jantsch in the media:
• Web site: www.caroljantsch.com
• Facebook: facebook.com/caroljantsch
• Instagram: instagram.com/jantschasaurus
• Tubas For Good web site: www.tubasforgood.com

• Rising Stars Podcast web site:
			 https://risingstarspodcast.buzzsprout.com/
• RSP on Instagram: instagram.com/rising_
			 stars_podcast_
• Tubular: facebook.com/TubularBand, instagram.com/
			 tubasforthepeople
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GUEST ARTISTS
Kathryn James Adduci / Athena Brass
Band / Velvet Brown / Chromatic Brass
Collective / Chanell Crichlow / Melissa
Ewing / Audrey Flores / Steph FryeClark / Marie Nøkleby Hanssen / Sara
Jacovino / Lantana Trio / Lone Star
Wind Orchestra / Theresa May / Misa
Mead / Kirsty Morrell / Monarch Brass /
Jasmine Pigott / Astrid Marie Nøkleby,
Nadje Noordhuis / Michelle Rakers /
Robyn Smith and UNT’s One O’Clock
Lab Band!

PENNY TURNER
YOUNG ARTIST
AWARD
Applications are open
for the 2022 award. The
deadline to nominate your
student is April 1, 2022.
14
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EMERGING COMPOSER
COMPETITION
● Publishing contract with Rising Tide
Music Press, a non-exclusive, not-forprofit publishing company that provides
a platform to promote and sell works of
BBIA composers while ensuring that you
receive 100% of your listing price
●F
 ree registration for the International
Women’s Brass Conference in Denton,
Texas in May 2022
● A seat on the featured composer’s panel
at the IWBC 2022 conference
● Additional promotional features including
an interview and spotlight on IWBC’s
social media and website
● A professional recording of your piece
made during the 2022 conference by one
of our featured guest artist ensembles
● Multiple prize winners may be selected

COMPETITION
REQUIREMENTS
● Applicants must identify as Black/African
Descent, Brown/Latinx, Indigenous and/
or Asian (BBIA). This competition is not
exclusive to female composers and is
open to all. Applicants may have no more
than 10 years of professional credits as
a composer or arranger. Works must be
“free and clear” to be included and may
be at any stage of promotion including
previously published and premiered works
as long as the composer maintains rights
to the work.
● Compositions must be for brass ensemble
(instrumentation is flexible, email ashley@
risingtidemusicpress.com with questions)
and can be any length.
● Deadline for submission:
March 1, 2022, there is no fee to submit
● Submit works by using the link below.
myiwbc.org/emerging-composer-competition/

VOLUNTEER
VOLUNTEERS RECEIVE FREE OR HALF-OFF REGISTRATION

Interested in volunteering

at the 2022 International
Women’s Brass Conference?
Please apply at:
myiwbc.org/conference-volunteer-application/
The deadline to apply to volunteer is March 1, 2022.
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who went on to the Empire Brass, Ray Riccomini, who
plays with the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, and Garth
Greenup, who is Principal of the New Jersey Symphony.”
She took a couple of years off after earning her Bachelor of
Music in Performance degree, and was heartbroken when
she didn’t get into her dream graduate program, studying
with Barbara Butler at Northwestern University at the time.
There, she encountered a closed door. Devastated by this
development, Kris thought perhaps she wasn’t meant to
do this after all. However, returning to Michigan for her
master’s degree, her life changed when she enrolled in
the Historical Performance Class, taught by Ed Parmentier,
Professor Emeritus of Harpsichord. “He focused on ideas of
style, and there was no judgment about playing on modern
instruments for it to be useful. There was a real sense of
exploration, and that you can use your knowledge and
experience as a performer on modern instruments, to enter
this world of earlier music. ” He taught her how expression
can be tied to scholarship, which she found fascinating. She
felt a coming together “of the heart and brain…which really
spoke to me.” She supported her study during her master’s
degree primarily through student loans, by performing as
much as possible, and teaching a private lesson studio of
over fifty students.
Her love of learning led her into doctoral study on modern
trumpet, which seemed the obvious next step, but there
she faced unexpected roadblocks, and more closed doors.
Upon moving to New York to begin a degree at Stony
Brook, she was stunned to learn that the teacher she had
moved all that way to study with, had left the faculty for a
new position. She had also intended to focus on chamber
music, a lifelong love, ever since her high school band
director took her to hear the Canadian Brass perform.
However, there were no tuba or bass trombone majors at
the time to form quintets with, so she felt at a loose end.
The only chamber ensemble she could find to join was the
Baroque ensemble, and for the second time she was met
with an inspiring harpsichord professor, Arthur Haas. Again,
she felt fully accepted on modern trumpet, and people who
wished to perform on historic instruments were able to do
so, and everyone went along happily together in a spirit of
discovery that was welcoming to all. She began to spend
all her spare time at the library, listening to the available
period recordings, and learning about the scholarly side of
performance which was new to her.
Being in New York, she was able to hear top professional
ensembles performing live on historic instruments, and
she realized “this is what I need to do with the rest of my
16
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life.” She dove into the world of historical performance,
finding lessons, attending more summer workshops and
festivals, doing everything she could to learn the ropes.
“I would sit in on a lot of violin and oboe classes, and
singing classes, and went headfirst, reading articles and
listening to all the recordings I could get.” While she had
been met with a major disappointment upon her arrival,
she soon realized that Stony Brook “ended up being the
perfect place. At first it seemed like a terrible thing to have
missed the opportunity to study with a dream teacher,
but it ended up being perfect. I think that’s an important
message to pass on to our students. So often, it might
seem like the worst possible thing is happening or you’re
met by another obstacle, but often it’s about being open
to opportunities and other possibilities you might not
have even thought of.”
Kris began teaching modern trumpet at Hofstra University
as an adjunct, a position she held for ten years, and
between performing and teaching she was able to
support herself. She had an assistantship for her doctoral
study, where she taught history of rock and roll, music
theory, worked as a Teaching Assistant, and played in the
band. She changed programs and earned her doctorate
in Historical Performance, with a focus on early brass.
Baroque oboist, performer and scholar Geoffrey Burgess
became an important mentor, and they enjoyed a fullcircle moment recently, playing a set of concerts together
with the Portland Baroque Orchestra.
However, Kris did not own any historical instruments,
so she checked out her first Baroque trumpet from the
university, where they unearthed an instrument for her

from the depths of a closet somewhere. It wasn’t a very
good one, but she was grateful to have it, and that’s what
she used for the first year or so. She then used some of her
student loan money to purchase an instrument of better
quality, so she could take gigs and participate in the early
music performance scene in New York. She connected
with people through events like the Amherst Early
Music Festival, Oberlin’s Baroque Performance Institute,
Vancouver Early Music Workshop, and began to perform
more and more. Her decision to move to New York was
a key factor in her success, her strength and willingness
to put herself into a big pond, out of her comfort zone,
in a center of musical development. While she began her
career expecting to make a living playing in one style and
place, she ended up with something completely different.
“If you have your mind too closed, you might miss some of
these opportunities.”
When the opportunity came for another such leap of faith,
she took it. After a decade of freelancing in New York and
ready for a new challenge, she began applying for jobs.
“There were ten trumpet positions, teaching modern
trumpet, open that year, and I didn’t make it past the
resume round for any of them,” Kris recalls. “We’ve all been
there, I had over ten years of college teaching experience,
and I was on recordings and had many live performances
on my resume.” But, more closed doors. Looking back
today, she sees that had she taken one of those positions,
the work she has done in historic performance would have
had to take a back seat to her other duties. Undaunted, she
applied for and won an arts management position with
what is today Early Music Seattle, to support herself as she
jumped into the early music performance scene in the
Pacific Northwest. That position bridged the gap while she
worked her way into the business on the opposite coast,
and helped her make new connections in early music.
Today, Kris encourages the next generation of students
from her position as instructor of cornetto, Baroque and
natural trumpet at Indiana University. The ability to major
in historic brass is relatively uncommon in American
higher education, and Indiana was one of the first to
offer it as a field of study. The natural trumpet is often
how she begins with a student, this instrument with no
finger holes provides a good grounding before moving
onto the Baroque trumpet, with finger holes. “We want
to experience the instrument with finger holes, not as
something that is closer to a modern instrument, but as
something that will help bring the music to life.” As interest
in historical performance options is on the rise, many

find connections and information in groups such as
the Historic Brass Society and Early Music America. “It
is important to find ways to connect to the scholarship
and the spirit of this music and repertoire from the past.
You don’t have to drop everything and play exclusively
on period instruments to find use in those articles and
the scholarship. It’s that scholarship that can inspire your
playing no matter what instrument is in your hand.”
Today there is a waiting list to get into her studio at
Indiana University, and she performs across the world, in
addition to her local engagements in Portland, Seattle
and Vancouver. “There is so much that you can gain, not
just from studying the instruments, but the approach
and the mindset, the ideas of rhetoric and ways to think
about your playing as delivering a message, beyond
just the notes on the page. The goal is getting my
students to experience this music on a deeper level
through scholarship mixed with performance.” Kris now
has students performing across the world, studying,
teaching, and making careers of their own. Her career
serves as a reminder that even the most talented and
driven among us sometimes encounter closed doors
and roadblocks, and the result of these, while frustrating
and heartbreaking at the time, can lead to unimagined
growth and opportunity.
Her advice for students interested in the world of
historic performance is to look for connections and
inspiration, get the instruments into your hands, and
“be relentless about reading and learning, and getting
as deep into the music as you can.” Reflecting on her
career, she reminds us, “So often we can have doubts.
Am I really doing the thing I should be doing, and can I
really make it in this business…these sorts of questions.
It’s important especially for our students to remember,
things will go where they go. The more deeply you
understand the music, and the meaning behind it, then
you have a better chance of finding out what your voice
has to say about that repertoire. Seek out the people
who are doing the thing that you want to do, to gain
some perspective, and then find your own voice.”
To listen, follow Kris on Facebook and Instagram, find her
performing with Early Music Seattle on YouTube https://
youtu.be/fg-Ewh713MU and visit her website recordings
page: https://kriskwapis.com/audio-and-video/
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Leading from the Podium: In Memory of
MSG Bernice Rita Goldstein
by Joanna Ross Hersey
This past October, the musical world lost a dear friend,
musician, and bandleader, Bernice Rita “Goldie” Goldstein.
Goldie was from Boston, and grew up singing in her
church choir. She learned instruments as well, percussion
and horn soon becoming two of her favorites. She came
of age during World War II, and was aware of the musical
activity of the nation’s military bands as a teenager.
As the services began enlisting women to assist with
the war effort, all-female bands were formed in the
Army, Navy, Marines, and Coast Guard. The military
utilized these bands to fundraise through bond drives,
and to provide much-needed cheer, hope, and support
for military and civilian communities. While the work
of these female military musicians showcased their
professionalism and ability, sadly at the end of the war
these bands were eliminated, as most women in service
had been enlisted only for the duration of the war, plus
six months.
Goldie knew she wanted to perform in a military band,
but as most units reverted to all-male ensembles after
the war, her chances seemed slim. There was one group
that continued onward, the 14th Women’s Army Corps
Band, stationed at Ft. McClellan, Alabama. Goldie was
lucky enough to hear this band perform, and knew it was
what she wanted to do. She joined the Army in 1952, at
the age of 21, and her dream came true; she was assigned
to the 14th WAC Band. She performed on horn as well
as percussion, working on drum-set for dance band and
small combos.
Over time, Goldie began to take leadership positions on
the podium, becoming a conductor for the band, and
her outstanding career continued, achieving the rank
of Master Sergeant. In 1976, the Army assigned the first
male musician into what had, until that point, been an
all-female band. The band transitioned and the proud
mission continued. The group still holds reunions at Ft.
McClellan, which feature a banquet, a concert in the
Women’s Army Corps Chapel, and lots of social time for
reminiscing.
Goldie served her whole career in the 14th Women’s Army
Corps Band, from 1952 to 1974, and came back after
retirement for reunions, leading the band for the reunion
concerts. She took the podium for the final time at the
18
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reunion concert
held in 2018, where
I had the honor of
performing, as a
Coastie guest, in
the tuba section.
For Goldie’s memorial
service, band members
attended from across the nation,
and a special performance of Taps was rendered by band
sister and tubist, Helen Gillespie. Helen’s words on the
honor of this role, showcase the group’s love for Goldie.
“I couldn’t let a fellow band member leave without a
proper good-bye,” Helen notes, and though tuba is her
main instrument, she jumped at the chance. While she
was sorry that a member of the band’s trumpet section
was unable to play, she recalls, “I feel so privileged to
have been able to play. A fellow band member had a
trumpet for sale a few weeks back, and pretty much on
impulse I bought it. My sole purpose was to buy it in case
I was ever given the opportunity to play Taps someday.
The ‘someday’
came sooner than
I thought. This
honor was given to
me by the parting

of an icon of the Women’s
Army Corps Band. I had hoped
Goldie would live forever, never
needing Taps. Her spirit will
always be with us.”
Goldie will be remembered
for her uplifting and devoted
service, and her dedication to excellence. Her legacy will
continue as an example for us all. Perhaps, somewhere
up above, she is tapping her baton impatiently at the
podium, ready to lead her band sisters in the heavens.
Rest well, Goldie.

Virtual Connections:
Perspectives on Building a
New Recording Ensemble
by Calypsus Brass
In May of 2021, Dr. Jacquelyn Lankford, Dr. Carrie
Blosser, Dr. Jessica Pearce, Dr. Lauren Rudzinskas, and
Dr. Stephanie Ycaza came together to form Calypsus
Brass. Eager to start working on music but faced with
the challenges of few opportunities because of the
pandemic, the group focused on making music virtually.
In this article, the members of Calypsus share a behindthe-scenes look into creating the audio and video
projects and lessons learned that directly translate into
their teaching.
Dr. Jacquelyn Lankford, Assistant Professor of Trumpet
and Jazz Band Director at McNeese State University
	Calypsus Brass is very unique in many ways, but one
in particular is that the ensemble has not yet played
together in person. Each of the members lives in a
different part of the country, and though this might
seem like a hurdle or disadvantage to some, Calypsus
saw it as an opportunity to create recordings that were
immediately available and accessible to everyone.
This process begins with the members discussing
what will be recorded. Once this is decided, each
member starts working on their individual parts, and I
create a click track by entering the score into Finale or
adding a click to a MIDI recording that was provided
by the composer. Once this is sent out, each of the
members records their individual part and sends it to
me. When I receive all of the videos, I begin working
on assembling the final product in Adobe Premiere
Pro. This process begins by lining up the audio tracks
for each video very carefully, ensuring that they sync
up perfectly. After everything is lined up for all five
parts, I focus on balancing each of the voices with
a score in front of me, making sure the dynamics of
each part complement the others and that no one is
too loud or soft. Final touches are then added with a
bit of reverb to the master track so the voices blend
more and sound like they are all in the same room.
Once this is complete, the videos are arranged on the
screen in a way that corresponds with the music, and
introductory, conclusive, and transitional materials are
added. The final product is then ready to be reviewed

by the other Calypsus members before we release it
to the composer and on all of our virtual platforms
including our website, Facebook, Instagram, and
YouTube.
Dr. Carrie Blosser, Trumpet Instrumentalist at Navy
Band Great Lakes
	Starting Calypsus Brass has been one of the biggest
highlights of the past year for me! As a group, we
started with a mission of creating recordings for
composers, specifically looking for pieces that have
not been recorded professionally. For me, recording
the first version of anything is a healthy mix of
mostly excitement with a small amount of terror. It is
exciting to bring the notes on the page to life but also
requires a lot of focus and practice to make sure that
I’m accurately following the specifics each composer
indicates on their scores. Holding notes full value and
almost over-emphasizing any written articulations
helped us to have a cohesive sound.
	I learned in the process to make sure that I’m in a quiet
place. I position my microphone about five feet in
front and about one foot to the right of my trumpet
bell. As an Apple user, I copied the audio file that
Jacquelyn made into Garageband. I used a Zoom H6
as my microphone plugged directly into the computer
(USB) and used headphones so the computer audio
wouldn’t bleed into the recording. When we were
working on pieces with multiple movements, I kept
my setup in the same place so I could do multiple days
of recording if needed. Starting habits like making
sure all my music was either printed out and spread
over numerous stands or using my computer monitor
screen to see all the pages at once helps eliminate
extra sounds the microphone might pick up. I would
mute all my notifications and sometimes put my
phone into another room, just so my focus was on the
piece and my performance. Hopefully, our collective
experiences will spark some new ideas as you prepare
for your next recording project or even recording your
practice session.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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Dr. Jessica Pearce, Instructor of Horn at Eastern
Illinois University
	
Recording my horn parts for Calypsus Brass has been a
great learning experience for me. I have always found
that it takes some time to figure out a good setup for the
horn, since audiences are used to hearing the horn after
it has bounced off of the back wall of a venue. For this
reason, I try not to position my mic directly next to my
bell since I feel that doesn’t sound very natural. I think a
little bit of distance creates a more organic sound.
	One of the most important things I think anyone can do
in preparation for a recording session is work diligently
with metronome. Whether recording remotely or inperson, lining up the parts is incredibly important. A
click-track is not forgiving, so you have to be able to
deliver! I am a huge advocate of slow practice as I am
getting to know a new piece of music. Then once I have
worked up to performance speed, I find that it can be
helpful to be able to play even faster than necessary.
Just as I might try to play a high excerpt up a step or a
low excerpt down a step, I will also practice a fast piece
up to ten clicks faster than I will actually need. If I can
play cleanly at 130 bpm when a piece calls for 120 bpm,
it’ll feel very comfortable when I come back down to
performance tempo.
	Another one of my favorite practice tools is using
my singing voice in the practice room. As someone
who sang in choirs throughout my youth, I am very
comfortable singing and I find it helps my accuracy as
a horn player immensely. I definitely adhere to the idea
that if you can’t sing it, you can’t play it.
	Being a part of an ensemble that records remotely has
been exciting for me and overall has pushed me to
be even more efficient with how I practice and record
myself. I can’t wait to finally meet the other members
of Calypsus Brass in person for the first time in March
of 2022!
Dr. Stephanie Ycaza, Instructor of Tuba and Euphonium
at the University of Northern Iowa
	Recording with Calypsus has been an empowering
experience for me because of the unique challenges
these projects present, and because we have proven
to ourselves that we can overcome those challenges.
At first, recording can be a daunting prospect because
it feels like we need to be perfect. In my case a
recording session can activate the part of my brain
that unconsciously taps the brakes, trying to make sure
things go well by being careful and totally in control.
But as we all know, being careful doesn’t always lead us
to a great musical performance.
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	Over the course of several recordings with Calypsus, I
have been able to hone my process so that I am able to
play well even when I feel the pressure to be perfect.
For me, this comes down to a two-step process: 1.
Make a plan. I practice each section of music with a
metronome, a tuner, and eventually with our click
track. I work on my approach to each phrase and each
difficult passage, solidifying my pathway through the
piece. I like to imagine that I’m a skier, laying down
tracks in the snow that I can follow later.
	Then, part 2: Trust the plan. I go into my recording
session aiming to record several takes of each
movement or section, so I know I don’t have to be
perfect 100% of the time. Once I press “record,” I do my
best to let go and trust my plan and the process I’ve
used to build my performance of the piece–I follow
the tracks in the snow. I’ve gotten better at identifying
when I need to take a break or just reset my brain
while recording. I’m often pleasantly surprised by my
consistency, which is really just a result of consistent
practice. The experience of continually working toward
new goals and then achieving them has been great for
my ongoing journey as a performer. Recording with
Calypsus has also given me new insight that I use to
help my students as they work toward their own goals.
Dr. Lauren Rudzinskas, General Manager of the
International Women’s Brass Conference
	When it comes to starting a new ensemble during
a pandemic, the biggest difference from a typical
ensemble is definitely the fact that none of the
Calypsus members have ever met in person! As
you’d expect, this creates unique challenges for the
ensemble. One of the most important things that
we do is creating a plan and staying organized. All of
our members meet regularly to discuss what pieces
we’d like to record, decide which concert series and
masterclass offers we want to accept, and perhaps most
importantly, make a calendar. I say most importantly
because setting definitive deadlines for things like
submitting recordings, turning in drafts of articles,
and scheduling social media and marketing content
is what helps everyone to contribute in a meaningful
way and stay organized. Making plans and ensuring

that each member of the ensemble is involved in the
planning process and on board is important for any
ensemble because having something to work towards
will not only help you to succeed, but give the group
something meaningful to engage in and hopefully
keep everyone excited to remain a member of the
ensemble.
	One of the greatest strengths of Calypsus is that all of
our members contribute in some way. Obviously, we
all love to perform and teach but we also each play
to our additional strengths to further the ensemble.
Jacquelyn does incredible work with editing together
our recordings and videos. Carrie is super talented
at dealing with logistics such as coordinating with
composers or people who want to hire us. Jessica is

a social media whiz and great at researching future
plans. Stephanie is an expert at creating educational
content, finding opportunities, and writes some of
the best interview questions for our outreach projects
that I’ve seen! In addition to all of their great work,
I use a lot of the skills I’ve learned from my various
arts administration jobs to do things like schedule
marketing, make graphics, and manage the website. If
any one person was tasked with the bulk of this work,
it would be exhausting. Not only would the person
doing the bulk of the work risk burnout, but if the other
ensemble members are not invested in the same way,
the group doesn’t have the same kind of energy. That
is, in my opinion, a big part of what makes Calypsus so
special and something that other groups can take away
from what we have found to work- that our members
are not only great musicians, but we all are working
towards something greater and invested in making
this ensemble the best it can be by using our individual
strengths to work towards a common goal.
	I think we’ve all been in ensembles whether as a
student or professionally where not everyone is on
the same page. It makes the experience much less
enjoyable. I would encourage anyone who either wants
to start an ensemble, grow the ensemble they have, or

perhaps troubleshoot an ensemble dealing with some
issues to make a plan and delegate. Work with people
you trust and play to the strengths of the ensemble.
If someone is a great arranger, task them with finding
new, inclusive music for the group or arranging
something specific for the ensemble. If a member is
interested in grant writing or outreach research, they
can use that skill to find ways to help the ensemble
grow.
	For an ensemble to work at its maximum potential, we
should think of it like a team. Not everyone has to do
everything and one person should not be pulling the
rest of the members along for the ride. Be organized,
choose deadlines, and make a plan and a schedule.
Hold all members accountable and find exciting goals
to work towards. When you find something you are
passionate about as a group, it becomes so much
easier to be excited about everything you do. Working
with the members of Calypsus was unlike anything I
had ever experienced in a chamber setting in that this
happened on the very first meeting. From day one,
all of us had a similar vision for the ensemble and I
believe that our coordination and excitement is what is
allowing us to do so much so quickly. I feel so fortunate
to get to work with these incredible musicians and
wonderful people. I truly believe that our mission is
important and makes a small difference in our corner
of the brass world and I am beyond excited for what
comes next!
	To learn more about Calpysus Brass visit:
www.calypsusbrass.com
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram @calypsusbrass
Listen to our virtual projects on Youtube:

www.youtube.com/
	
channelUCbYEEdudwXx7iU1XkijHbBQ

Keeping in Touch at the IWBC Web Site

Do you have any professional news you would like to
share? Would you like to list a job announcement? Please
let us know, and we can put it on the website (contact
Susan Rider at webcontent@myiwbc.org). The IWBC
is here to serve, educate, and support you. Thank you for
your continued membership!
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Brass in Balance
January 2022
Texas Center for
Performing Arts Health
by Amy Cherry
When the 2022 IWBC conference is held at the
University of North Texas in May, attendees will be
visiting a top music school in the nation, with wonderful
facilities and a community that enthusiastically
supports the arts. Attendees should also know about a
special resource at UNT, one that reflects the interests of
this column in particular, and that is the Texas Center
for Performing Arts Health (TCPAH). Founded in
1999 under the name the Texas Center for Music and
Medicine, this Center states its mission as “Studying,
treating, and preventing various occupational health
problems associated with learning and performing
music and other performing arts.” In addition to
providing assistance to individual musicians dealing
with health challenges, the Center has influenced stateand national-level policies, bringing greater awareness
to health and wellness issues. Developments detailed
on the TCPAH website show the capacity the Center has
to impact change in our field:

“ Most notable is the direct influence of UNT on the
ratification of the first-ever national health and safety
accreditation standard that, as of 2012, directs over
600 tertiary schools of music in the USA to ensure
that student musicians are aware, knowledgeable,
and competent to respond to health and safety issues
related to learning and performing music. Similarly,
in 2013, the Texas Education Agency ratified new
Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) learning
objectives designed to ensure that all middle and
high school band, choir, and orchestra students
explore, understand, and apply health and wellness
concepts related to musical practice.”
I contacted Dr. Sajid Surve, Co-Director of the TCPAH
and Dr. Yein Lee, specialist in Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation, with questions on how the Center
has been helpful specifically to brass players. Dr. Lee
replied with details of some of the situations that bring
musicians to the Center:

	
“By far, what we see the most are musculoskeletal
problems related to playing. For brass players we see
embouchure issues and TMJ complaints the most.
While the initial encounters are focused on diagnosis
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by in-depth conversation, physical exam, and
diagnostics such as ultrasound, we follow musicians
throughout their journey to provide treatments not
only to improve the discomfort when playing but also
to help individuals to re-evaluate their playing habits
and life style in general. We also try our best to help
musicians manage their mental health. Especially with
increased playing with holiday events, playing during
a pandemic, managing finances and stress, playing
has been difficult for many and we are here to help.”
Dr. Surve also discussed the Center’s efforts in research:
	“Our team has published some of the most
comprehensive epidemiologic studies of the medical
problems of brass musicians, breaking out instrument
specifics for trumpet, trombone, French horn, and low
brass. For the trumpet specifically, we have developed
a novel mouthpiece sensor to measure the directions
and amounts of forces on the lip in real time while
playing, and be able to visualize these forces to help
trumpeters manage lip pressure, potentially avoiding
injury.”
I spoke with a UNT student who has experience with
the Center. Trenton Carr, a senior horn performance
student of Dr. Stacie Mickens, has benefited from
visiting the Center to address the impact of a neck
injury he sustained in high school. Trenton provided
a video of his playing to Dr. Surve and was diagnosed
with tight neck muscles, related to muscle atrophy
brought on by wearing a neck brace. Trenton received
exercises to strengthen the muscles that had become
imbalanced and he saw improvement in the first weeks.
He has continued physical therapy work with the Center
and shared that “Dr. Surve has been very helpful and
uplifting.”
The students, faculty, and staff at UNT are fortunate to
have such a resource on their campus. I was hopeful
that others could take advantage of this resource and
asked Drs. Surve and Lee if the Center offers any of its
services (masterclasses, seminars) to students/musicians
outside the UNT campus. The response was:

“ Our clinics are open to all, and we have had
musicians travel from across the country and even
internationally to see us for consultation. Our team
are also academics so we are happy to provide

educational programming on any topic related to
performing arts health.”
Lastly, I asked: What clinical outreach activities are you
focusing on that might be beneficial to our conference
attendees as brass players and educators? Dr. Surve
responded:

“ One of our long-term projects is to begin bringing
best practices in performing arts health into the
classroom. We firmly believe that the biggest impact
we can have on a musician’s health and career is to
influence them and introduce these concepts right at
the start of their educational journey, preferably from
Day 1. We recently partnered with our local Denton
Independent School District through an NNLM
grant to help their middle and high school music
teachers incorporate these health concepts into
their instruction. This is something we would love to
continue to expand upon and collaborate
with others.”

For those interested in learning more please see
the resources below. We are working to include a
representative from the Center at the 2022 conference.
The Performing Arts Medicine Clinic charges for services
and accepts most insurance. The Clinic is located on the
6th floor of the Patient Care Center, 855 Montgomery
Street, Fort Worth, Texas 76107. It is open Monday through
Friday from 8:00am to 5:00pm. Appointments can be
made by calling 817-735-2455.
Resources:
Texas Center for Performing Arts Health
https://tcpah.unt.edu
Performing Arts Medicine Clinic (available for
consultation and treatment encompassing the gamut of
medical and surgical specialties)
https://tcpah.unt.edu/performing-arts-medicine-clinic
Music Medicine Clinic (available for all UNT College of
Music students, faculty and staff )
https://tcpah.unt.edu/music-medicine-student-clinic

Spotlight on… Jessica Sneeringer
Professional Positions:
	Conductor of the Athena Brass Band, Director of
Bands at Columbus Academy (I teach grades 6-12),
Director of the Columbus Youth and Community Jazz
Bands, freelance trombonist
Hometown:
Hudson, Ohio, now Columbus, Ohio
Education:
BME, BM (trombone performance), MMEd
Ohio State University for all
Biggest Influences:
My high school teacher, Mark Mauldin (he did it all
and made it look easy), Laura Lineberger (my personal
savior), Ginger Turner (who got me to figure out what
I was doing with my life), Mallory Thompson (for
showing me that demanding excellence is good and
needed), and every woman ever involved with Athena
and IWBC.
Most Memorable Musical Experiences:
Yikes! Too many to list them all, but...Athena
Brass Band at Midwest, Athena Brass Band at
IWBC (especially 2019 and 2017), finding myself
(hilariously) on the roster for Monarch Brass in 2015
at ITG, Central Ohio Brass Band at NABBA in 2005,
2010 and 2014, playing with the Columbus Jazz

Orchestra for the first
time...I could go on...
Favorite Pieces of Music:
Gah! Jazz- anything
Basie; Brass Band- uh...
WAY too many to list,
but Chivalry, Paganini
Variations, anything choral written for brass band;
60’s R&B- it doesn’t get better than Marvin Gaye and
Aretha Franklin
Greatest Accomplishments:
Being a good mother to my kids, being a good partner
to my soulmate, being a good teacher to my students,
and always trying to be completely present and do my
best in any given situation. I’d like to believe that if
I focus on these ideas I can hope for more amazing
experiences to come!
Words of Wisdom:
Be YOU. Ask questions. Say YES, except when
it’s important (and maybe difficult) to say NO. Be
present in anything and everything you do- don’t lose
focus. Try find JOY in whatever it is you’re doing,
even if it feels like the worst option in the world;
something can be learned and you can grow from
every experience. And, BALANCE isn’t a dirty word.
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Custom Made Music Volume 6:
10 Progressive Works for Trumpet
Composed by Belinda Reynolds
Edited by Ashley Killam
PRB Productions
Fifteen years ago I wrote in New Music Box
about how today’s music creators are not
trained in how to write for a student player,
but rather are encouraged to compose for the
professional musician even though the music
education community is hungry for quality new
music that students can play. From that self
realization the Custom Made Music Series was
born. It is a collection of instrumental books
that focus on new music for the student player.
Each piece in the series is composed by myself
in collaboration with top performers/teachers
and their students. The results are solos and
ensemble chamber works of increasing
difficulty that challenge the student
performer while filling gaps in today’s new
music pedagogical repertoire.
Flash forward to 2020 and the world has
fundamentally changed. However some
things remained the same, for I found out
during the beginning of the Pandemic that
music for the student player is still sorely
needed, especially for brass. Thus began
my collaborative journey of a year with
Ashley Killam, a internationally known and
upcoming trumpeter, music educator,
and publisher, among other hats! Over the
past year and months she and I worked
together to create Volume Six in the Custom Made Music
Series. It is a collection of ten Progressive Solos and Duos
for Trumpet, published by PRB Productions.
From day one I collaborated with Ashley to compose a
range of trumpet music that both we and her students
found to be engaging, idiomatic, and educational. We
did this through numerous back and forth of scribbled
up PDFs, filled with her suggestions and my revisions. Per
Ashley’s direction, I morphed CMM6 to contain a solo and
a duo for beginner, late beginner, and early intermediate
trumpet students. Add to this the bonus track: a quirky

meter changing ‘waltz’ for trumpet duo. (Consider it a
homage to Ashley’s love of waltzes). Release date is January
6, in time for her birthday as well! I hope students, teachers,
and professionals enjoy learning them as much as I did in
composing the music! -BLR
For more information or to pre-order go to:
custommademusic.com
Hear the book’s music on YouTube by
scanning this QR code:

Belinda Reynolds, Composer
Raised in a Texan-Florida Air Force family, Belinda Reynolds (she/her) now considers herself an ‘adopted native’
of California. Her music is performed worldwide and has been featured in such festivals as Lincoln Center’s Great
Performers Series, the Spoleto Music Festival, and many more. As a Music Educator Dr. Reynolds is in demand
nationwide helping children learn to create music. For more information, go to www.belindareynolds.com.
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Diversifying Your Brass Choir Repertory
by Ashley Killam and Dr. Carrie Blosser
Common practice has been to program historically “standard”
works for brass choirs which means showcasing the same few
works by dead white men composers. Too often, marginalized
composers are boxed into tokenized slots on concerts or
programmed solely during historical months. Many great
pieces by underrepresented and marginalized composers are
overlooked because of that mindset. As we move forward, we
need to consider the ways we choose our overall repertoire by
programming works by marginalized composers first, rather
than trying to fill a diversity spot as an afterthought.
We can continue to design incredible concerts that are
well-rounded in different styles while still showcasing a
range of works by composers of all walks of life. The goal is
to create awareness in our brass community and hold each
other accountable by programming gender-marginalized
composers, LGBTQ+ composers, and BBIA composers (Black,
Brown, Indigenous, and Asian).
This mock brass choir recital shows an example of new and
historical works of brass choir music. Use these works and
composers as a starting point for individual research while
exploring brass choir programming.

Fanfare, from “La Peri” - 2’

Paul Dukas (1865-1935)

Concerto for Brass and
Percussion - 12’

Juri Seo (b. 1981)

Of Unity and Resolve - 3’15”

Marcus Grant (b. 1992)

Brass Flight - 12’26”
I. Glint; II. Glow; III. Glide

Libby Larsen (b. 1950)

- Intermission -

Fanfare for the Forgotten Empire
3’40”

Alice Gomez (b. 1960)

To the Stars - 3’30”

Elyse Kahler (b. 1988)

Third Fanfare for the
Uncommon Woman - 5’15”

Joan Tower (b. 1943)

Threnody - 9’
Christopher Coleman
I. Lamentation of the Morality of Man
(b.1958)
II. Dance of the Ancient Gods
Song for Ursa - 6’

Katahj Copley (b. 1998)

Divertimento-Fanfare - 2’30”

Roger Zare (b. 1985)

Representation breakdown (% based on composers)
Living: 91%
Gender Marginalized: 55%
BBIA: 55%
Beginning with one of the most well-known works for brass
choir by French composer, Paul Dukas, Fanfare, from “La Peri”.
This standard brass piece is a recognizable concert opener

that provides a great segue into Juri Seo’s Concerto for Brass
and Percussion. Juri Seo’s piece drastically shifts styles and
uses a variety of extended techniques for brass players. Seo’s
work includes microtones, quartertones, singing into the
mouthpiece, and a variety of indeterminate pitch bending.
As part of the 2020 Youth Orchestra Commissioning
Initiative, Marcus Grant was commissioned by the Portland
Youth Philharmonic to write Of Unity and Resolve. This is
a bright and uplifting work containing unison playing and
interesting fanfares creating dramatic contrast in musical
styles from Seo’s piece. Well-known for her brass works,
Libby Larsen wrote Brass Flight as a three-movement work
to portray a brass butterfly. Each movement showcases a
different aspect of the butterfly, from the light glinting off
the wings to the exploration of movement and beauty.
The second half of this performance begins with Alice
Gomez’s Forgotten Empire. Gomez writes that “Fanfare
for the Forgotten Empire pays homage to the ancient
civilizations of Mexico. Brass and percussion instruments
were selected for this composition because of their similarity
to indigenous instruments of the Aztec and Maya. Horns
made from hollowed out tree trunks, carved wooden
drums and xylophones made of slabs of stone were all
musical instruments commonly found in these cultures.”
Elyse Kahler’s exciting work, To the Stars, is built on bell
tone techniques used in handbell choirs. Kahler uses an
underlying driving ostinato that stays present throughout,
contrasting against the lyrical melodic lines. Kahler’s work
is followed by Third Fanfare for the Uncommon Woman
by Joan Tower. Tower has written five fanfares, three of
which are for brass ensembles. Christopher Coleman’s
Threnody sets out to capture the imagery laid out in the
titles of each movement - “Lamentation of the Mortality
of Man” and “Dance of the Ancient Gods”. Coleman’s work
includes a range of dense writing, crunchy chords, and
more upbeat, dance-like sections. After the “Dance of the
Ancient Gods”, this performance turns to the skies to view
two constellations, Ursa Major and Ursa Minor. Katahj Copley
focuses his work, Song for Ursa, on the creation of these
constellations and takes listeners on a journey through
space. This performance ends with Roger Zare’s awardwinning Divertimento-Fanfare, an exciting and uplifting
piece that showcases the use of imitation throughout the
brass ensemble. This piece builds to a strong cadencial finale
and completes the program by ending on a high note!
With some research, we can expand how we think of the music
we program and teach while also bringing some color and
inclusion to all of our programs. The representation breakdown of
this mock program shows an example of ways to include a variety
of genders, ages, cultures, races, and backgrounds. There is value
to performing historically significant works but it is important to
program them alongside works with a wide range of composers.
Ask yourself, “how am I diversifying my stand this week?”
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Peggy Graves
Kelly Watkins
Maurine Magliocco
Shawn Hagan
Carrie Weisgerber
Natalie Mannix
Theresa Hanebury
Nancy Williams
Lynn Mostoller
Jason Harris
Rebecca Williams
Allen Myers
Steven & Virginia Hendrickson
Mark Wood
Laurel Ohlson
Rene Hernandez
Family of Dr. Ann Johanson
Ross & Donna Osiek
Edward Hoffman
Anonymous		
Jessica Privler
Leslie Hood
Carole Dawn Reinhart
Amy Horn
Patron’s Circle
Susan Rider
Carol Horton
$100 - $199
Joanna Ross Hersey
Mary Hoskowitz
Teresa Alzadon
Richard & Mary Shaw
Joyce Johnson Hamilton
Richard Astrack
Susan Slaughter
Nancy Joy
Matthew Baker
Marie Speziale
Deborah Koch Plylar
Stacy Baker
Julia Studebaker
Michael Kocour
Charline Bambauer
David Takach
Elisa Koehler
Carol Barnes
Ginger Turner
Jen Krupa
Frederica Baxter
Ms. Phyllis R. Tirmenstein,
Jacquelyn Lankford & Women
Lauren Bernofsky
Roland Quest Memorial Fun
C
 omposing for Trumpet
Rich & Judy Beumer
of the St Louis Community
Competition
Robert Bickel
Foundation
Kirsten Lies-Warfield
Richard Blaha
Urbandale Performing Arts
Robert Lischer
Julianne Boltz
Booster Club - In memory of
Kana Madarame
Mike Bravin
Adelaide Cherbonnier
Jennifer Marotta
Joy Bravin
International Trombone
Nancy L. Marti
K. Burke
Association
Amy McCabe
Lertkiat Changjirajitra
Puffin Foundation Ltd		
Joan Mercer
John Clanton
Anonymous		
Dennis Mercer
Willie Clark
Blackburn Trumpets		
Rev Mary Ellen Meyer
Robert Coil
In Memory of Dr. Ann Johanson		 Laura Neville
Jeff Corbett
		
Leslie Nock
Deb Dale
Benefactor’s Circle
Ava Ordman
Miriam De Jonge
$200-999
Gerry Pagano
Matthew DeLand
Jayne Pignata
Sue Eager
Sylvia Alimena
Deborah Koch Plylar
Dave Fedderly
Monica Althouse
Marquita Reef
Nancy Ferrant
Terry Alvey
Suzanne Rice
Susan Ford
Wes Ballenger
Mercy Ridge
Victoria Foster
Mary Bisson
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George Foster
Jeff & Natalie Funk
Brian Garrison
Janet Gillam
Laura and Bob Graham
Shannon Gunn
Thornley & Mary Hart
Virginia Heinrich
Richard Hill
Timothy Holtan
Suzanne Hopkins
Sharon Huff
Allene Jackson
Anna Jacobson
Dorothy Ann Jenkins
Zenas Kim-Banther
Louise Kirby
Robert Lambert
Jo Ann Lamolino
David LaMont
Jean Leonhardt
Erika Loke
Joseph Lovinsky
Cindy and Gregg Lueder
Sharon May
Susan McConnell
Arthur McDonnel
Barbara McGough
Mack McLaughlin
Joan Mell
Betty Morrison
Cynthia Murrell
Christina Pavlick-Strong
Brenda Payton
Joe Rabanus
Michelle Rakers
Paula Ray
Clay Riddlesperger
LaVerne Riebold
Gail Robertson
Douglas Rosenthal
Carmen Russo
Judith Saxton
Betty & Bruce Schermen
Elizabeth Shultze
Amy Smith
Stuart Smith
Stephen Smolka
Trudy and Andy Snope
Alyssa Spratta
Jeffrey Strong
Heidi Sturniolo
Tom Swietlik
Nancy Taylor
James Thomley
Elizabeth Toulouse
Lea Virtel
Leslie Wharton

Harold Wilson
Susan Woodard
Sandra Wu
Mary Young
Des Peres Physical
Therapy
Anonymous
Donor’s Circle $99
and under
Christine Armstrong
Mary Beth Babikow
Bronwyn Banerdt
Susan Bartlett
Anne Marie Beahn
David Berner
Jeanette Berry
Philip Biggs
Donna Biolchini
Hildegard Blazevic
Lynn Bogovich
Martha Bounds
Joan Briccetti
Margaret Briscoe
Lisa Brown
Mary Louise Brown
in honor of Joan Fann
Elizabeth Brune
George Jr. Bull
Stephen Bulla
Mary Burroughs
James & Diane Butler
Douglas Carlsen
Barbara Carroll
Elizabeth Carvell
David Cervantes
Judith Cheek
Sandra Chesnut
Valli Clabby
Judy Clevelend
Kathryn Cox
Thomas and Judith Crouch
Jo Dee Davis
Ann Delaney
Lynn Deming
Anthony DiLorenzo
James & Elaine Dodge
John Dooley
Mary Jo Douglass
Clare Duffy
Cecelia Durham
Mena Dyches
Susan Erickson
Joan Essen
Phyllis Evans
Marla Farber
Patricia Fergus
Nancy Ferrant

Carole Finn Halverstadt
Virginia Foster
Barbara Francis
RM Fries
Elizabeth Fuss
Nancy Gamewell
Kimberly Gassner-Harkness
Diane Gearhart
Beverly Govreau
Charlotte (Beth) Graham
Claire Greenhouse
Mary Jo Ann Hahn
Mary Halpin
Cynthia Harbaugh
Suzanne Hart
Sharon & Herbert Harwood
Carole Heiland
Carl & Jan Hermann
Ed Hirschmann
Cecily Hoffins
Maureen Horgan
Beatrice Huskey
Helene Jacobson
Eldon James
Grace Johnk
Ellen Johnson
Sydney Jumper
Patricia Keller
Roxy Kesler
Lil Kilmartin
Mary Kness
Carol Kolb
Judith Korn
Catherine Kozub
Samantha Lake
Donna LaMarca
Linda & Roger Lark
Linda Larson
Nancy L. LeDoux
Nelda Lee
Michael Leonard
Eleanor Lewis
Charlotte Lewis
Joyce Lindstrom
Linda Linzey
Nancy Litzinger
Sharon Logan
James Love
JoAnn Lusser
Alice Marshall
Ann Martin
Ann McCarthy
Virginia McClellan
Stephan McGrath
David McHugh
Rob McIver
Steven McKay
J. Scott McKenzie

Theodore McKnight
Joan McMahon
Eleanor McMillan
Velva McPherson
Lisa Mehringer
Joan Mercer
Marilyn Meyer
Don & Vivian Meyer
Dwayne Milburn
Ann Miller
Ruth Morris
Don & Sally Morton
Nancy Myers
Anthony Neenan
Carol North
Morris Northcutt
Joanne O’Connell
Jeanne O’Connor
Mary Jane Obaker
Barbara Oldin
Chris Ostendorf
Bill & Yvonne Parisho
Deb & Mark Patwin
Jessica Pearce
Milton Perko
Ernst Petzold
Bruce Phillips
Leigh Pilzer
Elaine Pontious
Charles Prager
Samuel Price
Karen Price
Barbara Pugh
Anna Quigley
Tess Quinton
Deb Quinton
Rayford Raby
Lynne Rapp
Donna Reid
Austin Richardson
Doug Riggs
Connie Roan
Richard Rosenberger
Geraldine Rowe
Jane Runey
Mary Ruzicka Crook
Jane Sanders
Libby Sanders
Gerri Schabb
Herbert Schafale
Mary Schepers
Linda Schneider
Barbara Schneider
Chris Schroeder
Betty Scott
Suzanne Scott
Travis Scott
Chuck Seipp

Liz Seymour
Charles Shaffer
Herbert & Susan Shankroff
Lynne Sharpe
Kirby Shaw
Olivia Shelton
Kelly Sheridan
Kathryn Sherrick
Kelsey Shields
Carol Sims
Phil & Charlote Slaughter
Janet Carol Smith
Patricia Snyder
Rosemary Stellhorn
Jean Sturmfels
Mary Sully
Joy Sulzer
Katherine Swartzell
Polly Taylor
Mary Thornton
Louise Titlow
Alberto Torres
Burton Turner
Janet Viehmann
Ed & Barb Wagner
Laurie Waller
Janis Weaver
Georgiana Weil
Patricia Wells
Jane Wenzel
Jim Wharton
Richard White
Sandra Whitmore
Dorothy Wilkes
Janice Wilson
Donna Winner
Pam Wissore
Sandy Wolf
Barbara Wolfert
Marilyn Wooden
Karen Yeomans
Eunice Young
Mary Young
Norman Youskauskas
Bernhard Yutesler
Anonymous
G E Foundation
Springwell LLC

IWBC is grateful for the generous support of our donors. For a
comprehensive list of all of our
supporters, please visit our website:
myiwbc.org.
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